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William B. BONVILLIAN

There have been four major innovation organization policy moments for the federal government, driven by the demands of politics and technology since World War II, and some experts are now recognizing a fifth. This brief highlights each of the periods, focusing on select representative agencies. It notes a fundamental divide in the design of federal science agencies, between a “connected” model prevalent in World War II, where innovation stages and actors were closely linked, and a “disconnected” postwar model, where the federal role focused on one innovation stage, basic research. Subsequent decades have seen a series of efforts in new agency design to bridge the divide. I focus here on the evolution of the federal agency role: What innovation stages does it focus on within the innovation pipeline and how does it link to other innovation actors?
There have been four major innovation organization policy moments for the federal government, driven by the demands of politics and technology since World War II: 1) the immediate postwar period where the Cold War helped drive the formation and expansion of a plethora of science agencies; 2) the Sputnik aftermath, which sparked the formation of DARPA and NASA and scaled-up funding for science; 3) the competitiveness era “valley of death” programs of the 1980s; and recently, 4) an energy technology shift driven by energy security and climate demands. Some experts are now recognizing a fifth moment: advanced manufacturing.

In that lengthy evolution, what lessons have we learned about the design of federal innovation organizations? What are the institutional elements in the “new generation” innovation policy programs now developing or under consideration?

This policy brief highlights each period, focusing on select representative agencies. It notes a fundamental divide in the design of federal science agencies, between a “connected” model prevalent in World War II, where innovation stages and actors were closely linked, and a “disconnected” postwar model, where the federal role focused on one innovation stage, namely basic research, and lines to the industry development and implementation roles were largely erased. Subsequent decades have seen a series of efforts in new agency design to bridge the divide and restore the connections.

THE POSTWAR, DISCONNECTED, SCIENCE MODEL

The federal innovation role shifted from modest to major during World War II. President Franklin Roosevelt’s wartime science czar, Vannevar Bush, led a highly connected system of innovation actors, closely linking industry, government, and university research. Bush and his colleagues created can be called a “connected science” approach, where technology breakthroughs at the basic science stage were closely connected to the follow-on applied stages of government-supported development, prototyping, testbeds, and production, operating under what can be called a “technology challenge” model. Not only were the stages of research linked, but the innovation actors were as well. The federal government supported all the research and development (R&D) stages, as well as the implementation stages, encouraging close connections between government, university, and industry innovation actors. After the war Bush dismantled this system and substituted an alternative, disconnected, one.

When the war ended and the military was being dismantled in the expectation of world peace, Bush was able to salvage a residual level of federal science investment. In his 1945 polemic for science support, Science, the Endless Frontier, Bush argued that the U.S. government should fund basic research, which would deliver ongoing progress to the country in economic growth, national security, and health. In other words, he proposed ending his wartime model of connected science R&D, organized around major technology challenges, in favor of making the federal role one of funding only one stage of technology advance: exploratory basic research. Bush’s approach became known as the “pipeline” model for science investment. The federal government would load basic science into one end of an innovation pipeline in the hope that industry would pick up the early- and late-stage technology development and prototyping roles inside the pipeline, with new technology products emerging from industry at the end.

While Bush proposed to achieve research coherence under a single organization—the National Science Foundation (NSF)—a veto by President Truman delayed its formation until 1950, and in the interim science agencies multiplied.

These two developments left U.S. science fragmented at the institutional level: overall science organization was split among numerous agencies, and federal investment primarily was focused on only one stage of the technological pipeline—basic research. Bush thus left a legacy of two conflicting models for scientific organizational advance: the connected, technology challenge model of his World War II institutions, and the disconnected, multi-headed model focused on basic science of postwar U.S. science institutional organization.

THE SPUTNIK CHALLENGE OF 1957 AND RISE OF THE DARPA MODEL

While the civilian research agencies moved to a disconnected model, the defense agencies by 1949 found themselves in a Cold War. They could not live with the inherent inefficiency of a disconnected model, so began by the end of the 1940s to recreate the “connected” S&T model that had served them well earlier. The Soviet launch of Sputnik in 1957 created a crisis in confidence over U.S. science leadership. Anxieties over these geopolitical developments created a political driver for science support, bringing new institutions and R&D investments. Created in 1958 by Eisenhower as a unifying force for defense R&D in light of the stove-piped military services space programs that had helped lead to America’s space failure, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) became a unique entity.

DARPA was set up to address deficiencies in R&D collaboration between the military services, rather than as a counterpoint to civilian agencies. It was a particularly interesting model, very different from Vannevar Bush’s approach. DARPA’s aim was a “right-left” translational approach: decide
the technologies required from the right side of the innovation pipeline, then nurture breakthrough science advances on the left side of the pipeline to get there. DARPA embodied a return to Bush’s earlier “connected science” through a “technology challenge” model. The most successful of the postwar and Cold War science and technology agencies, DARPA led the information technology revolution and a long series of other major advances. As it came into its own in the 1970s and 1980s, DARPA was a counterweight to the swing toward a “pure” basic research approach.

While DARPA illustrates the connected science approach, there are also political design lessons to be drawn from this model. DARPA operated not only in the basic research space but further down the innovation pipeline in the development and prototyping spaces and often was able to hand off its technology advances to military procurement for initial product implementation—in the ideological parlance of the time, it was “picking technology winners and losers.”

Although DARPA inherited the earlier “connected science” model, it added another aspect to the mix. “Great Group” innovation theory posits that innovation is no longer the output of solo inventors, but occurs at the face-to-face level in groups, and these groups follow common organizational rule sets. Behind these “great groups” lies a supporting innovation ecosystem at the level of institutions, above the personal level. Both are required for innovation to occur. Unlike other R&D agencies, DARPA has operated at both the institutional and personal levels of innovation. It plays an institutional innovation support role but has consciously fostered great groups as well. Thus DARPA has been both an innovation actor and an innovation enabler.

Other DARPA characteristics enhance its ability to operate at both the institutional and personal innovation organization levels:

- **Small and flexible:** DARPA consists of only 100–150 professionals; some have referred to the organization as “100 geniuses connected by a travel agent.”
- **Flat:** Flat, non-hierarchical organization, with empowered program managers.
- **Innovative research model:** A challenge-based “right-left” research model.
- **Great talent:** Emphasis on selecting highly talented, entrepreneurial program managers often with both academic and industry experience who serve for a limited (3–5 year) duration.
- **No labs:** Research is carried out entirely by outside performers, with no internal research laboratory; not limited by peer review group selection processes, DARPA managers aim to select the very best research performers.
- **Acceptance of risk:** Projects focus on “high-risk/high-payoff” motif, selected and evaluated on what impact they could make on achieving a demanding capability or challenge.
- **Seed and scale:** Provides initial short-term funding for seed efforts that can scale to significant funding for promising concepts, but with clear willingness to terminate non-performing projects.
- **Autonomy and freedom from bureaucratic impediments:** Operates outside the civil-service hiring process and standard government contracting rules, which gives it unusual access to talent, plus speed and flexibility in contracting for R&D efforts. Although largely outside the bureaucracy, it tries to maintain a lifeline back to senior Department of Defense (DoD) administrators for support on technology implementation.
- **Hybrid model:** DARPA often puts small, innovative firms and university researchers together on the same project so firms have access to breakthrough science and researchers see pathways to implementation.
- **Teams and networks:** At its best, DARPA creates and sustains highly talented teams of researchers—great groups—highly collaborative and networked around the challenge model.
- **Acceptance of failure:** At its best, DARPA pursues a high-risk model for breakthrough opportunities and is very tolerant of failure if the payoff from potential success is great enough.

**Orientation to revolutionary breakthroughs in a connected approach:** DARPA is focused not on incremental but radical innovation. It emphasizes high-risk investment, moves from fundamental technological advances to prototyping, and then hands off the production stage to the armed services or the commercial sector.

A technology visioning process, as opposed to incremental steps, occurs at the front of DARPA’s research nurturing process.

DARPA marked a return to Vannevar Bush’s initial approach, but it was more. From an institutional innovation perspective, DARPA is a connected model, crossing the barriers between innovation stages from research to implementation, but also making an organizational link between the face-to-face group level of innovation and an innovation-enabling institution. In contrast to the civilian R&D agencies focused on the initial stage, basic research, the DoD created an innovation system that spanned the full spectrum of the innovation pipeline, supporting each stage, from research, to development, to prototype, to demonstration, to tested, and often using its procurement power for initial product market creation. DARPA was part of a defense innovation system—it was an entrepreneurial innovator within DoD, but often relied on the military services
(and in the case of IT, the private sector) for the follow-on stages to foster implementation.

THE 1970–1990 COMPETITIVENESS PERIOD

Vannevar Bush’s basic research pipeline model institutionalized a disconnect between research and later-stage development over most of the U.S. innovation system, making the handoff to commercialization very difficult compared to his wartime approach. The creation of DARPA furthered a shift in the defense innovation sector away from this model and expanded beyond defense in the late 1980s. As the United States entered a period of heightened economic competitiveness over technology advance with Japan and Germany, concerns grew that although the United States was originating the leading innovations, it was limited, due to this disconnect, (or “valley of death”) in its ability to commercialize them.14 Five new institutional models were adopted in this period to bridge the gap:

1. The Bayh-Dole Act, passed in 1980, shifted ownership of federally-funded research results to the universities where the research was executed, pushing both universities and their researchers further down the innovation pipeline toward technology development and company creation.15

2. The Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) was authorized in 1988, and aimed to bring the latest manufacturing technologies and processes to small manufacturers.16

3. The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program offered competitive R&D grant funding to small and start-up companies, administered through the Small Business Administration.17

4. The Advanced Technology Program (ATP) was formed in 1988 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to fund a broad base of high-risk, high-reward R&D undertaken by industry.18

5. Sematech: A collaboration between the U.S. government and the U.S. semiconductor industry, also tied to semiconductor equipment makers, which worked systematically to improve chip manufacturing processes.19 DARPA matched industry Sematech funding until 1996.

ARPA-E: THE NEW-GENERATION ENERGY INNOVATION INSTITUTION

The Department of Energy’s (DoE) efforts to bring on energy innovation traditionally focused on the front end of the innovation pipeline—on the R&D side.20 Its major research program, the Office of Science, for the most part has followed a basic research model. Programs on the back end—technology demonstration, testing, commercialization and deployment—were attempted by DoE in areas such as synthetic fuels during the Carter administration, but failed after the collapse in oil prices in the early Reagan era. DoE has been very reluctant to reinitiate such programs and is limited by political ideology that discourages a governmental role in later stage innovation in non-defense areas.21 While the Department of Defense operates at all stages of the innovation pipeline from research through initial market creation, DoD halts at the prototype stage. It is an incomplete innovation system, disconnected from later innovation implementation stages. The challenge in the 2000s of energy security and climate change greatly complicated DoE’s mission of launching new energy technologies and created a further problem in the energy area that DoE is not fully prepared to handle, that of “technology launch.”22

Although a breakthrough-oriented R&D agency, the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) is a conscious attempt to move much further down the development pipeline to resolve this problem.23 ARPA-E was recommended in a 2006 National Academy report and received initial funding in 2009.24 It was consciously designed by the U.S. Congress to apply the DARPA model to the new energy technology sector. ARPA-E’s roughly $US 200 million in annual funding makes it about the size of a single DARPA program office. It has emphasized speed—rapidly moving research breakthroughs into technologies through a process it labels “Envision, Engage, Evaluate, Establish, Execute.”

ARPA-E has incorporated the well-known elements in the DARPA rule set cited earlier, but is not a simple clone of DARPA. Because of its difficult task in launching technology into the complex, established legacy sector of energy, ARPA-E has taken new steps to assist in moving its technology to implementation, commercialization, and deployment:

• ARPA-E program directors consider the implementation process for technologies they are evaluating; before they fund a project they evaluate the technology’s stand-up process and how it might evolve.

• “In-reach” within DoE: ARPA-E has worked to build ties with applied programs in DoE so these agencies can be ready to pick up ARPA-E projects and move them into the applied, later-stage development programs they run.

• Building ties to DoD for testbeds and initial markets: Although DoD does limited work beyond the prototype stage, DoD works at all the innovation stages and has major procurement programs and energy efficiency needs. It is a logical implementation partner for ARPA-E.

• Commercialization team: Unique among R&D agencies, ARPA-E has assembled a separate staff team (“technology-to-market advisors”) working full time to promote implementation
and commercial advances for ARPA-E technologies.

- **“Halo effect”:** ARPA-E is consciously taking advantage of its “halo effect” where venture and commercial firms move toward commercialization of the technologies that are selected by ARPA-E as promising.

- **Connecting to the industry “stage gate” process:** The stage gate process is used by most major companies in some form in the management of their R&D; ARPA-E works with its researchers to get their technologies into a format and condition to survive in the industry stage gate process.

- ** Consortia encouragement:** ARPA-E is building an additional industry connection step between the firms and academics that it works with and the industries they must land in—consortia promotion.

To summarize, ARPA-E has not only worked to replicate elements at DARPA, but it has attempted to build new elements into its innovation rule set as it confronts the unique features of the established energy sector where its technologies must land. Particularly interesting are the approaches it is applying in the implementation and deployment process for its technology advances, moving much further down the development pipeline than traditional R&D agencies.

**A NEW INNOVATION MODEL FOR ADVANCED MANUFACTURING?**

Manufacturing remains a critical element of the U.S. economy, contributing $1.7 trillion to the $15 trillion economy and employing 12 million. However, the United States is no longer the leader in manufacturing and lost some 30 percent of its manufacturing jobs from 2000 to 2010, symptomatic of a larger sectoral decline.

Since World War II, the U.S. economy has been organized around leading the world in technology advance. The operating assumption was that it would innovate and translate those innovations into products. By innovating here and producing here, it would realize the full range of economic gains from innovation at all the stages, from R&D, to demonstration and testbeds, to initial market creation, to production at scale, and to the follow-on life cycle of the product.

With the advent of a global economy, the “innovate here/produce here” model no longer holds. In some industrial sectors, firms can now lever R&D and design from production. Codeable IT-based specifications for goods that tie to software-controlled production equipment have enabled this “distributed” manufacturing.

Where manufacturing once had to be integrated and quite vertical, firms using the distributed model can innovate here and produce there.

However, there appear to be many sectors where this distributed model does not work, that still require a close connection between research, design, and production. Among the examples are capital goods, aerospace products, energy equipment, and complex pharmaceuticals. Here, the production infrastructure provides constant feedback to the research, design, and development (RD&D) infrastructure. Product innovation—incremental advance—is most efficient when tied to a close understanding and linkage to manufacturing processes. However, if RD&D and production are tightly linked, the innovation stages may have to follow production offshore. Produce there and innovate there may be even more disruptive than “innovate here/produce there.” These twin developments bring the foundations of our innovation-based economic success into question.

The conclusion of a series of significant manufacturing studies that there are critical links between innovation and production that could affect U.S. innovation as well as production capacity, has driven a new focus on advanced manufacturing. If the United States is to compete with other manufacturing powers, it must significantly increase manufacturing efficiency and productivity. This calls for a new kind of manufacturing with major technology and related process innovations.

Are there new innovation institutional elements to this challenge? The Advanced Manufacturing Partnership (AMP), made up of twelve leading firms and six research universities named by the President Obama, proposed a new model, a “National Network of Manufacturing Institutes” (NNMIs). The first of these institutes has now been awarded and three more are proposed.

The manufacturing institutes are to be organized around a particular strand of advanced manufacturing. The institute based in Youngstown, Ohio, for example, is to focus on “additive manufacturing” (3D printing). Other strands proposed by AMP included advanced materials, “smart” manufacturing, advanced robotics, energy-efficient production, and nanofabrication. The institutes will be consortia between large and small producers, area universities, and community colleges, with state and regional support matched by the federal government. They will combine collaborative research around the advanced manufacturing technology and collaborative staffing between the participants; serve as training centers to develop a workforce fluent in the new technology; and nurture advanced manufacturing enabling technologies through research, development, prototyping, and testbeds.

In short, they are to be a return to “connected” innovation, incorporating post-research stages previously outside the federal purview and tying the innovation actors together in a way not previously undertaken in the federal government outside the defense sector.
CONCLUSION

The saga of U.S. innovation organization since World War II spans four and possibly now five periods. It moves from the advent of the post-World War II basic research, “disconnected science” model sponsored by Vannevar Bush that characterized the group of R&D agencies formed or operating at the end of the war. This was followed by a period when the defense R&D agencies, faced with Cold War realities, needed to recreate the “connected” R&D model of World War II. This reached a height in the Sputnik period when DARPA was founded. Then, in the height of its tech advantage competition with Japan and Germany (1970–1990), the United States returned to the connected model in a series of new civilian research programs as well.

With the advent of the energy security and climate challenge, a new, more connected model was created within the Department of Energy, often a bastion of the disconnected model, through ARPA-E. Finally, the most recent innovation organization development—the National Network of Manufacturing Institutes proposed to deal with the advanced manufacturing challenges the U.S. faces—marks a return to the connected approach, in an almost 180-degree shift from Vannevar Bush’s post-war plan for U.S. R&D organization.

It is not that basic research is not important; it remains key to U.S. strength in breakthrough innovation. However, the story of the recent decades of innovation organization is to complement that foundational approach with additional institutional elements that reach much further down the innovation pipeline to development and later innovation stages. The new-model innovation organizations discussed here deserve ongoing scrutiny and pragmatic evaluation of their performance to refine these models.
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